THE NWTF LOGO STANDS FOR MORE THAN YOU THINK.

Have you spotted the three walking turkeys? It’s our brand, our logo and our seal of approval. The NWTF is dedicated to conservation and passionate about the companies that support us. We partner with the best — companies that care about wildlife conservation and our outdoors lifestyle.

When you purchase a product with our logo, you are getting the best the industry has to offer, plus you’re making an impact; a portion of every purchase you make goes to the NWTF to further conservation of the wild turkey and preservation of our hunting heritage. And, we are working for more than the wild turkey.

Every year, we lose thousands of acres of wildlife habitat to changes in land use, and many older hunters are hanging up their camouflage with no new hunters to follow in their footsteps. Though hunters do their best to give back, the truth is less than 10% of the American population hunts. That’s why the NWTF and the companies that support us are so important to the future of our hunting heritage.

The problem is bigger than one organization. It’s bigger than one hunter. It’s going to take all of us working together to ensure our hunting heritage continues.

Every time you purchase an NWTF licensed product, you are contributing to that effort. Support the brands that support the NWTF. Look for the three walking turkeys today! [Find many of our NWTF Licensed Products at Shop.nwtf.org!]
CONCEALED AND COMMITTED
Mossy Oak camo was developed with the turkey hunter in mind to provide concealment for the hunt, and now it supports wild turkey conservation as the official camouflage of the NWTF.

NWTF ORIGINAL BOTTOMLAND
Being a more effective turkey hunter was the inspiration behind the development of Original Bottomland and has always been at the heart of Mossy Oak. Toxey Haas, founder of Mossy Oak, knew that if he could hide from turkeys, he could hide from anything. Bottomland is the original turkey hunting pattern that founded America’s most recognized camouflage brand.

NWTF OBSESSION
Obsession features an enhanced background of mottled tree bark inspired by the original Mossy Oak Bottomland pattern, true-to-nature elements of limbs, pine and oak foliage, and spring color tones to match the turkey woods in spring and early fall. Obsession deceives the best eyes in the spring woods.
NWTF PURSUIT CONVERTIBLE TURKEY VEST
N9000006 – Mossy Oak Obsession
Wear as a traditional vest, converts to a fanny pack, 2 friction call pockets, zippered storage cargo pocket with striker and shotgun shell elastic loops, external Thermacell pocket, box call pocket with adjustable buckle, chalk pouch and locator call sleeve, double padded high density foam seat with magnetic closure, water bottle holder, stowable game bag, roll top gear bag, rangefinder/cell phone chest pocket, mouth call pockets (one size fits most)

NWTF MG TURKEY VEST
N9000004 – Mossy Oak Obsession
100% polyester, padded reinforced shoulder and chest straps, triple mesh removable back cushion, 4 internal pockets, 8 size adjustment straps, box call pocket with locator/chalk pouch, Thermacell pocket, double structured friction call pocket, mesh mouth call pocket, 3 external striker call pockets, 4 external pockets, rear game pouch, internal clipper, water bottle, decoy stake pocket, removable 3-inch thick seat (one size fits most)
NWTF SHORT SLEEVE PURSUIT
N1200033 – Mossy Oak Obsession
30 UPF to block UVA and UVB rays, stain resistant treatment, developed with synthetic materials that allows air to pass through and transport sweat and water away from skin, antimicrobial (S-3XL)

NWTF LONG SLEEVE PURSUIT
N1200032 – Mossy Oak Obsession
30 UPF to block UVA and UVB rays, stain resistant treatment, developed with synthetic materials that allows air to pass through and transport sweat and water away from skin, antimicrobial (S-3XL)

NWTF STRETCH LITE LONG SLEEVE
N1500043 – Mossy Oak Obsession
2-way stretch, perforated back and under sleeve, lightweight, quick drying (S-3XL)
NEW

NWTF HOODIE
N1300045 – Mossy Oak Obsession
100% polyester, mid-weight fleece, kangaroo front pocket, DWR water/stain resistant finish, NOMAD screenprint logo (S-3XL)

NWTF PONCHO
N4000045 – Mossy Oak Obsession
100% polyester, ¼-zip adjustable hood, packs into its own pocket, waterproof with taped seams (one size fits most)

NWTF PURSUIT PANT
N2000063 – Mossy Oak Obsession
4-way stretch, ever-adjust waistband, gusseted crotch, articulated knees, never-pop button (S-3XL)

NWTF STRETCH LITE PANT
N2000064 – Mossy Oak Obsession
4-way stretch, abrasion resistant, mesh pocket bags, gusseted crotch, articulated knees, never-pop button (S-3XL)

NEW

NWTF 1/4 ZIP PULL OVER LEAFY SUIT
N4000061 – Mossy Oak Obsession
3D Leafy fabric, 4 way stretch, Moisture wicking, Lightweight, Breathable (M/L, XL/XXL)
NWTF LOOSE GAITER
N3000031 – Mossy Oak Obsession
100% polyester, drawcord at top band, superior breathability, moisture wicking, antimicrobial (one size fits most)

NWTF GLOVE
N3000158 – Mossy Oak Obsession
100% polyester, lightweight liner glove that wicks moisture, gusseted fingers for comfort and dexterity, touch pad forefinger and thumb, grippy palm (M/L, L/XL)

NWTF TRUCKER
N3000155 – Mossy Oak Obsession
Structured 6 panel, mesh back cap, slight pre-curved visor, plastic snap back closure (one size fits most)

NWTF LOW COUNTRY
N3000157 – Mud
Unstructured full fabric, 6 panel cap. Lightly pressed curved bill, and embroidered NWTF logo (one size fits most)

NWTF SNAPBACK
N3000156 – Mossy Oak Obsession
Also available in Mossy Oak Bottomland, structured 6 panel, meshback cap, slight, pre-curved visor, plastic snapback closure (one size fits most)
NEW

HDR FEEDING HEN
AVX8107
The HDR Feeding Hen brings a submissive feeding posture into the HDR line. This lady’s relaxed feathers and lowered feeding posture signal she is content and calm. This makes the hen turkey decoy an attractive invitation for all turkeys: from a potential gobbler mate to another curious hen.

NEW

HDR STRUTTER
AVX8108
Rounding out the full flock of decoys and postures to the HDR series, the strutter brings an unprecedented level of realism and detail. Tom comes with everything needed for intricate customization in the field when using advanced tactics on mature, wise birds. Interchangeable heads with two distinct levels of aggression and an adjustable tail fan supplement flocked feathers, realistic legs and a stunning iridescent paint scheme that authenticates reality down to the feather.

NEW

LCD – REPLACEMENT
DECOY STAKE
8022
HALF-STRUT JAKE
8012
Perfectly mimics an intruding subdominant young male turkey with lifelike body posture, head position, wing and tail placement, and realistic feather spread.
POWER HEN BOX
ZNK336
The Power Hen Series Box is a hybrid-style box call made from quality cherry and maple woods. Traditional design combined with modern technology and custom, hand-built construction to make the Power Hen Box worthy of the Zink Calls name. The double-sided design easily produces different tones to mimic multiple hens so you can count on pure turkey sounds with every slide of the paddle.

WICKED SERIES
ZNK337 and ZNK3-06-07
The Wicked Series is the only custom friction call on the market today that is constructed with impregnated wood. With the impregnation of acrylic into the Brazilian Cherry pan, it allows the call to be completely weatherproof, and the sound quality is unmatched.

SIGNATURE SERIES PAK
343
This combo pack features the Z-Yelper, Z-Cutter and Z-Combo mouth calls.
This trio of mouth calls includes the Lucky Lady, Wicked Lady and the X-Lady style of reed calls.
NWTF32A – Mossy Oak Obsession camo
Low crown fit, unstructured shaping, camo canvas with mesh back panels, woven label with 3mm raised stitch border and a hook/loop tape closure (one size fits most)

NWTF34A
Pro round crown fit, structured shaping, cotton rip-stop front panels with mesh back panels, raised stitch logo and a snap closure (one size fits most)

NWTF33A – Mossy Oak Obsession camo
Low crown fit, unstructured shaping, camo canvas with camo mesh back panels, 2mm raised stitch, heavy decorated stitch on visor and crown, and a hook/loop tape closure (one size fits most)
Federal® Ammunition is offering a lineup of Premium® turkey loads, all supporting the NWTF mission. These options feature the FLITECONTROL FLEX® wad, which works in both ported and standard turkey chokes for consistent patterns.

The HEAVYWEIGHT® TSS line features tungsten-alloy shot that is 56% denser than lead at 18 grams/cc. It’s available in a wide selection of .410, 12- and 20-gauge loads with shot sizes ranging from 7 to 10 (check your state game laws).

3RD DEGREE® has been updated with the FLITECONTROL FLEX wad to deliver even better patterns from its three-stage payload of No. 6 FLITESTOPPER® lead, No. 5 copper-plated lead and upgraded No. 7 HEAVYWEIGHT TSS. Official ammunition of MeatEater.

The GRAND SLAM® line features buffered copper-plated shot, with a clear wad card and roll crimp.
GRANGE BOOT
Available in Original Mossy Oak Bottomland. America’s original turkey hunting rubber boot. 100% waterproof, hand-laid premium ZXT rubber for durable, scent-free protection, abrasion resistant with added tensile strength and adjustable strap for secure fit (sizes 5-15).
OBSESSION CAMO NWTF LOGO CAP
NWT44
Camo and tan mesh back cap in Mossy Oak/NWTF Obsession camo with front NWTF patch logo. Cap is structured, mid profile shape with plastic snap back. Soft garment wash. (one size fits most)

PATRIOTIC NWTF LOGO CAP
NWT41
Solid camo cap in Mossy Oak/NWTF Obsession camo with front patriotic NWTF logo. Cap is structured, mid profile shape with plastic snap back. Soft garment wash. (one size fits most)

AUTHENTIC NWTF LOGO CAP
NWT40
Solid camo cap in Mossy Oak/NWTF Bottomland camo with front authentic NWTF logo in coordinating stitching. Cap is a structured, mid profile shape with plastic snapback. Soft garment wash. (one size fits most)
CASE/NWTF MEDIUM STOCKMAN W/BOX CALL
08998
This set is 100% USA-made and features a genuine bone-handled medium stockman with Tru-Sharp surgical steel blades and nickel silver bolsters. The bone handle features a laser engraving of the NWTF logo. This knife is also packaged in a custom Quaker Boy box call featuring the Case and NWTF logos.

TEC-X® TAGS-S STAINLESS BLACK HARD COAT
18770
Handle Material: Stainless Black Hard Coat
Handle Finish: Smooth
Blade Type: Drop Point
Blade Length: 1.92”
Lock Type: Liner Lock
Blade Material: 440 Stainless
Blade Finish: Black Hard Coat
Closed Length: 2.75”
Weight: 1.7 oz.

TEC-X® TS1-T STAINLESS TITANIUM COAT WITH POCKET CLIP
18771
Handle Material: Stainless Titanium Coat
Handle Finish: Smooth
Blade Type: Drop Point
Blade Length: 3.14”
Blade Material: 440 Stainless
Blade Finish: Titanium Coat
Closed Length: 4.5”
Weight: 5.6 oz.
SUPER X4 NWTF CANTILEVER TURKEY MOSSY OAK OBSESSION
511214290 – 12 Gauge 3½”
511214690 – 20 Gauge 3”
Built for turkey hunting is an understatement. The SX4 is a high-performance semi-auto shotgun. It’s ultra-reliable and durable construction will never let you down.

SXP NWTF TURKEY HUNTER MOSSY OAK OBSESSION OR BREAK-UP COUNTRY
512307290 – 12 Gauge 3½” – SXP TKY HNTR MOOB,12-3.5,24+XF
512307690 – 20 Gauge 3” – SXP TKY HNTR MOOB,20-3,24+XF
Mossy Oak Obsession or Break-Up Country synthetic stock, back-bored barrel, one Invector-Plus turkey choke, hard chrome-plated bore/chamber, TruGlo fiber-optic adjustable sights
Gobble-Stopper XTreme Choke Tubes
TG170XC – 177XC

Head-Banger Long-Range Turkey Choke Tubes
TG180X – TG188X

Strut-Stopper XTreme Choke Tubes
TG150XC – 158XC

Gobble-Dot Universal Dual Color
TG94D
Fits all ventilated rib shotguns, low-profile

Gobble-Dot Universal
TG94
Fits all ventilated rib shotguns, low-profile

Magnum Gobble-Dot Xtreme
TG941XA/XB/XC/XD
TG942XA/XB
Magnum Gobble Dot Xtreme snaps over rib, needs no screws

Tru-Point Xtreme Sights
TG960

Magnum Gobble-Dot Pro Series
TG944A/B/C/D

Tru-Bead Sights
TG950X
TG950XD
**BOYT HARNESS COMPANY**

**SHOOTING SHIRTS**
L/S NWTF 127
S/S NWTF 126
Made of 100% cotton with contrasting NWTF Mossy Oak Obsession camo, reinforced forearms and shooting pad with button-down collar (S-4XL)

**SNAKE PROOF CHAPS**
Constructed of tough, water-repellent fabric, patented ScaleTech technology eliminates the gap between pads, includes nylon adjustable straps with buckles to simplify length adjustment
60000 – Regular 25” thigh
60001 – Husky 28” thigh, inseam 30-33”

*All items feature Mossy Oak Obsession camo*

**SNAKE PROOF GAITERS**
60010
ROLLING DUFFEL
60002
Constructed of a durable, water-repellent nylon with a structured, hard bottom that accommodates a hard-sided gun case, three exterior pockets (29”x15”x15”)

GARMENT SLEEVE
60007
Features an external pocket for extra storage and has sturdy handles for easy transportation (24”x 37” open)

GUN CASES
60008 – Shotgun 52”
60009 – Rifle 48”
Constructed of durable, water-repellent nylon with foam padding, web wrap-around carry handles and a self-repairing nylon zipper

TRAVEL KIT
60006
Divided pockets with mesh and nylon interior keeps your essentials in place (10”x12”)

BRIEFCASE
60003
Constructed of durable, water-repellent nylon with multiple pockets and compartments and a padded, adjustable shoulder strap (17”x12”x5”)

CARRY-ON BAGS
M – 60004
L – 60005
Easy access flush pockets on both exterior ends, padded adjustable shoulder strap and web carry handles (Medium – 18”x13”x11”) (Large – 22”x15”x13”)
CARSON HEAVYWEIGHT CREW
507154-210561A
003 – Heathered Charcoal
11.5-oz. cotton/poly fleece, inner back moon patch, heavy gauge rib cuff, bottom band, neck rib side gussets and V, applique design (S-3LX)

TRAILWAYS JACKET
507128-186143A
001 – Black
Horizontal quilting, zip-through collar, zippered front pockets, adjustable drawcord hem, embroidered logo (S-3XL)

TRAILWAYS VEST
507156-186143A
001 – Black
Horizontal quilting zip-through collar, zippered front pockets, stretchy binding at hem and armholes, embroidered logo (S-3XL)

JUSTUS HEAVYWEIGHT HOODIE
507149-210561A
375 – Heathered Hunter
416 – Heathered Navy
11.5-oz. cotton/poly fleece lined hood, kangaroo pocket, ribbed side gussets, cuffs and bottom band, applique design (S-3XL)

REMI SHERPA HALF ZIP
507173-209667A
601A – Red/Black
135 – White/Black
6.7-oz polyester sherpa, side vents, inner back moon patch, neck taping, exposed zipper, stand-up collar and etched patch (S-XXL)
JORDAN HOODED JERSEY
406119-216915A, 001 – Black
406119-216915C, 829 – Coral
406119-216915B, 615 – Cabernet
4.7-oz. cotton/poly jersey, straight bottom with rounded corners, set-in sleeves with solid contrasting lower front/back yoke and sleeve stripes, screen print (S-3XL)

SLUB SHORT SLEEVE TEE
203074-208324C
802 – Cayenne
4.3-oz. ringspun cotton/poly jersey blend, set-in sleeves, sideseamed, rib collar, tapered neck and shoulder seams, screen print (S-3XL)

SLUB LONG SLEEVE TEE
203075-208324C
716 – Goldenrod
4.3-oz. ringspun cotton/poly jersey blend, set-in sleeves, sideseamed, rib collar, tapered neck and shoulder seams, screen print (S-3XL)

BREAK TIME SHORT SLEEVE TEE
201160-217491A
361 – Celadon
100% cotton tee, screen print (S-3XL)

COUNTRY ROAD SHORT SLEEVE TEE
201160-216924A
407 – Harbor Blue
100% cotton tee, screen print (S-3XL)

DOWN FROM THE ROOST LONG SLEEVE TEE
201701-216928A
410 – Navy
100% cotton tee, screen print (S-3XL)

DOWN FROM THE ROOST SHORT SLEEVE TEE
201160-216928A
432 – Carolina Blue
100% cotton tee, screen print (S-3XL)
NWTF BREATHABLE WATCH BAND IN MOSSY OAK OBSESSION
This official NWTF watch band features Mossy Oak Obsession camouflage and our patented, breathable grooves. Injection molded, 316 stainless buckle and lugs give you that extra security, so that everything is locked in place and you can focus on the task at hand. The prey has nowhere to go but down.

THE GROOVE BELT™
Proprietary webbing, rare-earth neodymium magnets and an A380 aluminum alloy buckle are all just part of what makes the Groove Belt awesome. There’s also a little something that we like to call Stiff-Tech™ (aka: no folding in your belt loops) and the perfect amount of stretch for those nights when you’ve had too much fried food. Featuring the official NWTF logo.

GROOVE RING
Take on your adventure while wearing an official NWTF Groove Ring! One-of-a-kind Groove technology allows breathability and comfort on a level that no other silicone ring can match. The grooves allow air in and moisture out, keeping your finger dry. The medical-grade silicone ring remains flexible, while maintaining durability and safety. Original available in sizes: 7-14; thin available in sizes: 4-10.
CONCEALMENT IS KING
Eyewear that adapts, conceals and changes color based on the lighting conditions, giving you the most crisp vision possible while concealing your position in the field.

PROBLEM
Your eyes are giving you away. Turkeys have such incredible vision, they spot the movement of your eyes as well as any ultraviolet light (UV) you reflect. Though invisible to humans, UV bounces off of your eyes and glasses into the field, ruining an otherwise perfect disguise and undermining your hunt.

SOLUTION
Our adaptive, polarized Chameleon lenses treated with Concealment technology absorb UV to prevent reflection and totally hide your eye movement. With your concealment complete, you’re free to make your shot without flaring a gobbler.

GOBBLER
High-wrap design provides excellent peripheral coverage and tactical functionality

FLY DOWN
Stealthily packs eye protection and durable comfort in a light-weight package

BOSS HEN
Classic cool shape for hunters with a sharp eye for style as well as game

LONG BEARD
Lightweight for all-day comfort in the blind or on the move
BIG FRIG TUMBLERS
Available in 30 oz. and 20 oz.; multiple colors
It might seem weird to get excited about a cup, but this is no ordinary cup (just take a look at the reviews). The tumbler’s design has been engineered from the inside-out to ensure it’s ready for any challenge you throw at it. Corrosion-resistant 18/8 stainless steel (aka 304 stainless steel for you fabricators out there) is cold worked for durability and vacuumed sealed for superior insulation. The inner wall is copper lined for more even temperature distribution within your beverage of choice.
• 5+ Hours Hot
• 50+ Hours Cold
• Fits Most Cup Holders
• Dishwasher Safe
• Sliding Lid Included
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
BIG FRIG GROWLERS
Available in 32 oz., 64 oz. and 128 oz.
Designed with portability in mind, Big Frig growlers are ready to be part of your everyday carry. With a watertight, BPA-Free lid, you can toss your bottle in your bag without worrying about leaks or spills. Constructed from 18/8 stainless steel and combined with vacuum insulation, you can enjoy your beverage at the perfect temperature whenever and wherever you want.

BIG FRIG BADLANDS COOLER
Available in Sand or White
• 10-QUART: Holds 10 lbs. ice, 3+ days cold, 12.25 lbs. empty
• 20-QUART: Holds 20 lbs. ice, 5+ days cold, 19.2 lbs. empty
• 45-QUART: Holds 40 lbs. ice, 7+ days cold, 29.3 lbs. empty
• 70-QUART: Holds 60 lbs. ice, 10+ days cold, heavy-duty wheels, 45.9 lbs. empty
• 75-QUART: Holds 60 lbs. ice, 10+ days cold, 38.2 lbs. empty
Working hand in hand with our agency partners, we collectively restored the wild turkey across much of North America. Now is the time to take the next step and work together to Save the Habitat. Save the Hunt.

— Becky Humphries, NWTF CEO